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Abstract: Future automation systems are likely to include devices with a varying degree of autonomy,
as well as advanced algorithms for perception and control. Human operators will be expected to
work side by side with both collaborative robots performing assembly tasks and roaming robots
that handle material transport. To maintain the flexibility provided by human operators when
introducing such robots, these autonomous robots need to be intelligently coordinated, i.e., they
need to be supported by an intelligent automation system. One challenge in developing intelligent
automation systems is handling the large amount of possible error situations that can arise due to
the volatile and sometimes unpredictable nature of the environment. Sequence Planner is a control
framework that supports the development of intelligent automation systems. This paper describes
Sequence Planner and tests its ability to handle errors that arise during execution of an intelligent
automation system. An automation system, developed using Sequence Planner, is subjected to a
number of scenarios where errors occur. The error scenarios and experimental results are presented
along with a discussion of the experience gained in trying to achieve robust intelligent automation.
Keywords: control systems and applications; industrial mechatronics and robotics; flexible manufacturing systems; artificial intelligence for industry 4.0
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1. Introduction
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Introduction of collaborative robotics [1], together with other intelligent [2] and autonomous machines [3], is an ongoing trend in production. Fully benefiting from introducing collaboration between human operators without compromising on flexibility requires
that the machines and human operators can take decisions together. This means that the
automation system needs to be able to adapt to unexpected events [4], for example as
a result of decisions taken by operators—it needs to be more intelligent than traditional
automation systems. This intelligence comes from complex software solutions for tasks
such as perception, motion planning, resource allocation, etc. In an automation context,
these intelligent sub-systems need to be coordinated by a control system that also takes
into account human operators. While a high quality automation system should strive for
high reliability, the fact that many perception and motion algorithms are not 100% reliable
(e.g., [5–7]), combined with the volatile nature of the environment this kind of system,
means there are always sources of errors.
Flexibility and robustness are difficult to achieve in an efficient manner already for
traditional automation systems, particularly to restart production once an unanticipated
error has occurred. For traditional automation systems, several approaches to enabling efficient restart exist in the literature of discrete event systems. One strategy is to precompute
a set of control system states that are known to be safe to restart from [8–11], another is to
adapt the control system on-line [12]. When errors are anticipated, recovery actions can be
included in the models of the automation system [13,14] to ensure safe restart.
In this new class of intelligent automation systems, where automation systems include
autonomous machines, long-term robustness without sacrificing flexibility will be a chal-
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lenging task. If the semi-autonomous robots of an industrial automation system can ask
for help in intuitive ways [15], the existence of the human operators in the system becomes
an enabler for intelligent automation systems, as they can intervene when something goes
wrong [16]. This means that not only robustness is required, but also that it needs to be
possible for an operator to influence the automation system to a large degree. To meet
the challenges posed by these additional requirements, new ways of developing control
systems will be needed.
One way to scale development is to apply model-based approaches. Using modelbased control system development allows for applying formal verification techniques and
enables flexible control strategies to be used that can change without manual programming. Sequence Planner (SP) [17] is a model-based framework for control of intelligent
automation systems. To ease modeling and control, SP uses formal models together with
on-line planning to reach the current goal of the automation system. SP has support for
Robot Operating System (ROS) [18] to enable quick prototyping and composition of ROS
resources. SP has previously been used to model and control an intelligent automation
system for collaborative final assembly [17,19–21]. SP implements a strategy to recover
from unexpected errors based on automated planning and learning which resources and
operations are currently unavailable, combined with allowing special “human intervention”
actions to be defined. In contrast to previous work on restart of automation systems [8–11],
SP requires no off-line computation. As in [13,14], recovery actions can be added but are
not necessarily used, depending on the error situation.
Intelligent automation systems require low-level control of continuous dynamics
(e.g., [22]), as well as path (e.g., [23]) and task planning (e.g., [24]). In the ROS ecosystem,
an abundance of drivers, controllers, and control frameworks exist. Examples of task
composition and planning frameworks are ROSPlan [25] that uses PDDL-based models for
automated task planning and dispatching, SkiROS [26] that simplifies the planning with the
use of a skill-based ontology, and CoSTAR [27] that uses Behavior Trees (BTs) [28] to define
complex tasks, combined with a novel way of defining computer perception pipelines.
However, these frameworks are mainly robot-oriented and focuses relatively little
on error handling for the automation system as a whole. While ROSPlan and SkiROS can
indeed replan as well as retry failed steps in a plan, there exists little user support for
controlling when and how errors should be handled. On the other hand, BTs work very
well for defining how to deal with anticipated errors. The downside of BTs is that they
easily deadlock when unanticipated errors occur.
1.1. A Motivating Example: Collaborative Final Assembly
The collaborative final assembly application involves conversion of an existing manual
assembly station from a truck engine final assembly line, shown in Figure 1a, into an
intelligent and collaborative robot assembly station, shown in Figure 1b. The aim of the
conversion work is to include a robot working together with an operator in order to jointly
perform the assembly of an engine side by side, sharing tools hanging by wires from the
ceiling. A dedicated camera system keeps track of operators, ensuring safe coexistence
with machines. It is desired to let a human operator be human and not simply used as an
additional cog in the machine.
Diesel engines are transported from station to station in a predetermined time slot
on Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs). Material to be mounted on a specific engine is
loaded by an operator from kitting facades located adjacent to the line. An autonomous
mobile platform (MiR100) carries the kitted material to be mounted on the engine, to the
collaborative robot assembly station.
In the station, a robot and an operator work together to mount parts on the engine
by using different tools suspended from the ceiling. For example, they lift a heavy ladder
frame on to the engine and either the operator or the robot can use the tools to tighten bolts
and oil-filter which should be mounted.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Transformation of a manual assembly station into a collaborative one: (a) the original manual assembly station;
and (b) the collaborative robot assembly station controlled by a network of ROS2 nodes. A video clip from the demonstrator
can be found at: https://youtu.be/TK1Mb38xiQ8 (accessed 11 March 2021).

1.2. Handling Error Situations
In this paper, we are interested to see how well the automated error handling in SP
works on a practical example. A few examples of errors that we are interested in evaluating
are listed below.
•
•
•
•

Unresponsiveness: A resource does not respond in time, for example communication
failure or equipment malfunction (e.g., a sensor that does not give the expected result).
Task failure: A resource fails to perform its current task. This may be both expected
and unexpected failures.
Unexpected events: The state unexpectedly changes. For example, consider the case
of a product slipping away from the grip of a robotic gripper.
Specification errors: The automation system breaks safety specifications or cannot
make progress. This can occur due to mistakes in programming, or as a consequence
of previous errors.

Handling of these different types of errors using SP is evaluated using a number of
different scenarios implemented on the use case.
1.3. Contribution
This paper presents SP, a framework for control of intelligent automation systems.
Previous work in control and coordination of automation systems in the ROS ecosystem
lacks the focus on error handling which is required to deal with many real-world situations.
This paper aims to close this gap by presenting a novel framework within SP for defining
how errors can and should be handled. Additionally, the paper demonstrates the ability
of SP to handle errors on an application from final assembly which features collaborative
robots and computer vision systems. The error scenarios in the application together with
experimental results are presented along with a discussion of the experience gained in
striving to achieve an intelligent automation control solution.
1.4. Outline
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background to what makes
error recovery difficult, both in the traditional sense and what is different in intelligent
automation. Section 3 describes SP and Section 4 shows how SP handles solving complex
situations that can arise after errors. Section 6 describes the experimental setups and
a number of error handling scenarios related to the intelligent automation system. In
Section 7, the results are discussed and the paper is ended with some concluding remarks.
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2. Difficulties with Error Handling
In this section, we briefly introduce the fundamental challenges of robust and flexible
automation system design with a focus on recovering after errors. We give examples of
how sequence based control and combinatorial control can be used. Additionally, the
modeling language of Sequence Planner is introduced.
2.1. Sequence Based Control
A common way to reduce complexity when developing automation software is to
structure execution as sequences of operations, e.g., a set of actions that should happen
one after the other, or in parallel, maybe with additional constraints. Sequences are easy
to understand and reduce the complexity that needs to be dealt with at a single point in
time. However, this comes at the cost of flexibility. It may be difficult to “switch tasks”
mid-sequence, and extra effort needs to be spent on making sure that a sequence can be
properly stopped. Another difficulty is that the sequence needs a well defined initial state.
Consider the case of a robot with a gripper that should move a product from buffer A to
buffer B. A sequence for performing this is illustrated as a state machine in Figure 2.
start

q0

q5

open gripper

q1

q4

move to buffer A

q2

open gripper

close gripper

move to buffer B

q3

Figure 2. Sequence control for moving a part between two buffers.

A sequence such as the one in Figure 2 can be tricky to recover from if an error has
occurred mid-sequence. Even if the state of the resources and buffers is measurable, the
sequence in itself does not give any clues as how the sequence relates to the physical world.
To restart, the part must be placed in buffer A and the robot and gripper returned to their
initial states. The simplicity of the sequence is deceptive—it effectively hides important
states required to know where execution can continue.
2.2. Combinatorial Control
Another way to design the system is applying a combinatoric approach, where, at all
points in time, the next action to be taken is computed as a function of the current state.
However, due to the fundamental difficulty of reasoning about combinatoric systems (due
to the state growth), programs often end up performing very narrowly defined tasks to
keep the solution space small.
Consider again moving the product as in Figure 2. The sequence can be programmed
as follows:
if something in buffer A and nothing
-> then open gripper
if something in buffer A and nothing
-> then move robot to buffer A
if something in buffer A and nothing
-> then close gripper
if something in gripper and robot at
-> move to buffer B
if something in gripper and robot at
-> open gripper

in gripper and gripper closed
in gripper and gripper opened and robot not at buffer A
in gripper and gripper opened and robot at buffer A
buffer A
buffer B

At a first glance, a control policy such as the above will be able to continue its execution
at any point of the “sequence” (if we consider closing and opening the gripper as atomic
actions and the state of the buffers can be measured).
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However, consider that, later, an additional operation needs to be added to move the
product in the opposite direction, i.e., from buffer B to buffer A. Consider the original policy: if something in gripper and robot at buffer A -> then move to buffer B. This will
conflict with the new operation, as the correct action in this state when the new operation
is active is to open the gripper to release the product in buffer A. To handle this situation, a
new state variable needs to be introduced to keep track of in which direction the product
is being moved. In practice, then, the newly introduced state encodes the same thing as
the sequence counter in the previous version. If the system has stopped executing for
whatever reason, the state of the involved resources (which can ideally be measured) is no
longer enough knowledge to resume execution, and now the additional state describing
the direction also needs to be appropriately set.
2.3. Automated Planning
An alternative to the aforementioned approaches is to leverage an automated planner.
When implementing a control solution that applies automated planning, the extra memory
variable (or sequence counter/state machine location) introduced above does not need to
be part of the program. The resulting sequence (the computed plan) is instead a result of
the currently active goal.
This makes it easier to recover after errors, as there is no additional state that needs to
be changed or double-checked before resuming. It is enough that the goals are in order. It
also means that, ideally, program execution can continue from any point of the program,
as long as a new plan can be computed. Additionally, complexity in the programs can
be reduced. If we think about the combinatorial approach described in Section 2.2, to be
able to move to a buffer B or C, the number of policies will need to increase to cover the
different cases.
Several problems remain; planning is computationally very intensive and is as such
not suitable where real-time performance is needed. Even if complexity can be reduced with
respect to programming, a good understanding of the state space is still needed—it is easy
to be fooled by the planner into accepting a plan that does not have the desired properties.
A fundamental prerequisite for producing correct plans is that the control system
needs to be in synchrony with the actual state of resources and products, and it needs to be
in a valid state (i.e., not in violation of any safety specifications).
3. Sequence Planner
SP tries to combine the three control approaches described in Section 2 by keeping a
purely combinatorial control model at the bottom. Sequences are modeled as constraints,
which are adhered to by an online planning system. This section intends to give an
overview of SP. Details on how to model in the framework are described in [29].
SP is based on models of resources in terms of their state, with non-deterministic
guarded actions (transitions) that can transition the system between these states. Transitions exist in three kinds: controllable, automatic, and effect. Controllable and automatic
transitions are taken by SP, while effect transitions are used to model the environment. The
resource models are composed and constrained by formal specifications which automatically undesired states. Figure 3 presents an overview of how an automation system in
SP is structured. SP is based on planning in two levels: first with the operation planner
to determine which operations should be run and then with the transition planner to
determine exactly how resources should perform the operations.
SP uses a state based control design, where resources continuously receive goal states
from SP and continuously update measured states, which are inputs to SP. For example,
consider a simple indicator light; it may have a goal state ∈ {off , on} and a measured state
with the same domain. Contrary, a robot may have a complex goal state that includes
a frame to reach in space, perhaps with additional active constraints such as speed or
joint limits.
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Intentions
Intentions
i1

i2

in

Goals

Operational
Constraints
specifications
Operation
planner

Operations
op1 op2

opn

Goals

Operations

Transitions

Resource
Constraints
specifications
Transition
planner

Resources
Transitions

ROS software drivers
with state based API

Goal states

Resources
R1
R2
Rn

Figure 3. Overview of the SP control framework.

Given a set of resources, the system is initially allowed to take any actions. Resource
specifications are defined as invariants over the system state, constraining the system to
avoid unsafe regions during execution. Operations define goal states in terms of decision
variables. Goal states are predicates over the resource variables.
SP models the resources using a formalism with finite domain variables, states that
are unique valuations of the variables, and transitions between states. Some definitions to
clarify this are presented below.
Definition 1. A transition system (TS) is a tuple hS, →, I i, where S is a set of states, → ⊆ S × S
is the transition relation, and I ⊆ S is the nonempty set of initial states.
Definition 2. A state s ∈ S is a unique valuation of each variable in the system. For example,
s = h v1 , v2 , . . . , v n i.
Variables have finite discrete domains, i.e., Boolean or enumeration types.
The transition relation → can be created from transitions that modify the system state:
Definition 3. A transition t has a guard g, which is a Boolean function over a state, g : S →
{ f alse, true}, and a set of action functions A where a : S → S, which updates the assignments to
the state variables in a state. We often write a transition as g/A to save space.
SP uses reusable models of the behavior of the resources. These are simple transition
systems that the operations navigate using planning to reach their goals.
Definition 4. A resource i is defined as ri = hViM , ViG , ViE , Tic , Tia , Tie i where ViM is a set of
measured state variables, ViC is a set of goal state variables, and ViE is a set of estimated state
variables. Variables are of finite domain. The set Vi = ViM ∪ ViG ∪ ViE defines all state variables of
a resource. The sets Tic and Tia define controlled and automatic transitions, respectively. Tje is a
set of effect transitions describing the possible consequences to ViM of being in certain states.
Tjc , Tja , and Tje have the same formal semantics but are separated due to their different
uses:
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Controlled transitions Tjc are taken when their guard condition evaluates to true, only
if they are also activated by the planning system.
Automatic transitions Tja are always taken when their guard condition evaluates to
true, regardless of if there are any plans active or not. All automatic transitions are taken
before any controlled transitions can be taken. This ensures that automatic transitions can
never be delayed by the planner.
Effect transitions Tje define how the measured state is updated, and as such they are
not used during control like the control transitions Tjc and Tja . They are important to keep
track of however, as they are needed for online planning and formal verification algorithms.
They are also used to know if the plan is correctly followed—if expected effects do not
occur it can be due to an error.
Resources in SP are connected via constraints. The constraints are simple invariant
formulas over the system state. The negation of invariant formulas (e.g., forbidden states)
are extended into larger sets of states using symbolic backwards reachability analysis to
properly deal with the uncontrollability of automatic and effect transitions. This allows
resources to be self-contained, as the interaction between resources can be defined via
specification instead of programming. The method used is described in [19].
In addition to the variables defined by the resources, another set of variables exist:
decision variables. These are estimated variables that define the state of the system in
abstract terms to plan which operations to execute. For example, a decision variable
could be the abstract state of a particular resource or the state of a product in the system.
Decision variables can sometimes be directly measured by resources, in which case these
measurements are copied into the decision variables, in some cases after undergoing some
form of transformation (e.g., discretization).
Definition 5. An operation j is defined as o j = h p j , e j , g j , a j , s j i, where p j is a guard predicate
over the decision variables defining when the operation can start, a set of effect e j of completing the
operation, which are actions defined on the decision variables, as well as a goal predicate g j defined
over the resource variables. a j is a set of actions for synchronizing the operation with the resource
state. Finally, the operation has an associated state variable s j ∈ {i, e, error}. Throughout the paper,
operations are graphically depicted as in Figure 4.
precondition

operation
low level goal / action
eﬀect

Figure 4. We use this graphical notation to visualize operations. For the operation j, the precondition
is p j , the effect is e j , the low level goal is g j , and the set of low level actions is a j .

When the precondition of an operation is satisfied, the operation can start. The effect
actions are then evaluated against the current state, and the difference between the current
state and the next state is converted into a predicate. This predicate becomes the postcondition of the operation. For example, if the effect of the operation is x := y and y = 5
when the operation starts, then the post-condition (and thus its planning goal) becomes
x = 5. If the operation needs to update the resource state, a j can additionally include
actions from a transition in the resource layer, in which case g j is also conjuncted with the
guard of the transition to be synchronized.
Definition 6. The intention k is defined as ik = h pk , gk , φk , ak , sk i, where pk is a predicate over
(all) the variables in the system, defining when the intention starts (automatically), gk is a goal
predicate defined over the decision variables, φk is an optional LTL formula (see Section 4.2) over
the decision variables, ak is the set of actions that can update (all) variables in the system and that
are applied when the intention finishes, and sk ∈ {i, e, f } is the state of the intention.
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The goals defined by the intentions over the decision variables is the way the system
is driven forward. The decision variables are meant to be allowed to be changed at any
time from the outside. It can be that they can be changed to a high level state from which
the goal cannot be reached, in which case replanning occurs automatically. Not only does
the planner allow SP to be agnostic about the current resource state, it also allows for
interrupting or canceling currently running operations in a safe way—by simply changing
the goal state, the planning system will find the correct way to instead reach the new goal.
4. Error Handling in SP
The operations and the decision variables naturally define a hierarchy, where the
operations define an abstraction of how the products can move around and change state in
the system, ignoring the state of the resources and low-level constraints. In SP, this is done
by having two planners: one that plans when operations should be executed and one that
manages the detailed goals of the resources in the system. The state of the system as well
as the planners are managed by the transition runner. Figure 5 gives an overview of how
planning in SP works. In this paper, we are mostly interested in the boxes that deal with
error handling. These are highlighted in pink.
Transition runner

Resource state

Tick transitions
Resource goals
Monitor resources,
operations, effects
Done

Compute goals

Operation planner

Disable resources
and/or transitions

OP goals
changed or
cannot be
reached?

Periodically check
disabled operations
and intentions

yes

Convert new plan to
guard conditions

Generate BMC
problem

no

Done

no

Counterexample
found?

TP goals
changed or
cannot be
reached?

yes

Post-processing

No
Transition planner

yes
Identify and disable
failed intentions

Generate BMC
problem

Convert new plan to
guard conditions

Post-processing
yes

Counterexample
found?

no

Identify and disable
failed operations

Figure 5. Overview of the planning system in SP. Pink boxes indicate error handling tasks.

4.1. Transition Runner
The transition runner, (top part in Figure 5) keeps track of the current state of all
resource states, decision variables, operations, and intentions. It continuously applies
transitions (controlled and automatic) which updates the system state, reacting to any
changes to incoming state from the ROS nodes on the network.
When the guard expression of a transition is evaluated to true in the current state,
the transition is taken and the state is updated by the transition’s action functions. The
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state variables relating to resource goals are continuously published to the appropriate
ROS2 topics.
Controlled transitions get additional guard expressions every time a new plan is
computed which defines the execution order and what external state changes that need
waiting for. Intentions and operations are active based on their state. This state can safely
be changed arbitrarily in order to cancel running operations or active intentions, as the
planner will not allow any forbidden states to be reached.
Because the system is modeled with effect transitions, it is possible for the transition
runner to continuously monitor if an effect does not occur within some time bound or the
“wrong” effect occurs. When an effect does not occur within a (user specified) timeout
period, the effect is disabled in the generated planning problem. For example, there may
exist an effect which transitions between a “request” state and a “response” state for a
particular resource. Keeping track of the duration an effect has been enabled provides a
general way to specify behavior for timeouts. If the system leaves the state where an effect
is active, the timestamp for that effect is reset.
A special case of effects not occurring in time is if a resource fails to communicate with
SP, for example due to a network, hardware, or software error. This leads to the resource
being marked as unavailable, which disables all transitions related to it.
The transition runner also keeps track of which operations that are in an error state,
and keeps this information updated based on continuously checking if the operation can be
completed from the current state. This is done by periodically executing a one-off planning
request in the background. If an operation can be completed, the error state is automatically
removed. This allows the system to continue automatically when errors have been cleared.
4.2. Operation Planner
Given a set of active intentions, the operation planner (to the right in Figure 5) computes sequences of operations that allow the intentions to reach their goal states.
SP uses the model checker nuXmv [30], for both the operation planner and the transition planner. In model checking [31], temporal properties are verified by means of state
space exploration based on a set of initial states and a set of transitions. The temporal
properties are specified in extensions to propositional logic such as Computation Tree Logic
(CTL) or Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [32]. nuXmv supports bounded model checking
(BMC) [33] of LTL specifications. In BMC, the model checking problem is reduced to a
Boolean satisfiablity problem with a bounded length in the number of discrete “timesteps”
from the initial states. One advantage of BMC in this setting is that it produces counterexamples of minimal length, i.e., the plans will never be longer than necessary.
By turning the problem around, and having the model checker proving that a desired
future state is not reachable, one can use the counterexample as a plan, which, if followed,
will reach a state defined by the formula. In contrast to a more simplistic forward search,
using model checking allows SP to restrict the plans by providing additional temporal
specifications that need to hold. In SP, the goals of the currently active intentions, as well
as their LTL formulas, are used for formulate LTL specifications using the LTL “until”
operator. That is, for the intention k, the operational specification φk should hold until the
goal of the operation gk is reached.
Based on the current goals and information about which operations are available from
the transition runner, a BMC problem is generated and solved. One downside to using a
BMC solver to perform the planning is that the counterexample trace is a totally ordered
plan. In contrast to a partial order plan, totally ordered plans have a fixed sequential
execution order [34]. The partial order plan can thus execute some steps in parallel,
where the ordering of actions do not matter. This is important in automation as different
resources may be able to perform tasks independently. Therefore, the counterexample
traces are analyzed and ordering is removed where possible as a post-processing step,
enabling operations that are independent to be started in parallel. Two operations are
considered independent if their set of used variables (i.e., the set of all variables used in
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the preconditions, goal predicates, and effect actions) are disjoint. The sets of variables
compared is additionally extended to account for operational specifications.
If a counter-example cannot be found, the operation planner tries to identify which
intention is the cause of the error and disables it. This is done by attempting to solve the
problem for each intention’s goal individually.
4.3. Transition Planner
The transition planner tries to reach the goals of all currently executing operations. If
the goals of the operation planner are predicted to be reachable, a simulation is run using
the current transition plan to see if the goals of the transition planner is reachable. If the
goals cannot be reached, or if the goals have changed since the plan was last calculated, a
new transition plan needs to be computed. The bottom of Figure 5 presents an overview of
the transition planner.
All automatic, controlled, and effect transitions are encoded as a BMC problem which
includes the state of resources, any estimated states, and the decision variables. The BMC
problem is constrained by the (global) expanded invariant formulas described in Section 3.
The operations and the decision variables naturally define a hierarchy, where the operations
define an abstraction of how products and important abstract information about resource
state can change in the system. To produce correct plans this abstraction needs to be
ordered monotonic [35], which means that the transition planner must make sure not to
change any other decision variables than the ones in the current goal. To ensure this, the
goal states of all operations that are not currently executing are removed in the same way as
the invariants are handled. This effectively forbids the low-level planner from completing
operations that are not currently executing. While this may seem limiting, it makes the
plans more predicable for the user—they either succeed in an expected way or fail due to
not being able to reach the goal.
The BMC problem is solved in order to find a counter-example. If a counter-example is
found, the trace is post-processed and converted into guard conditions on the controllable
transitions. If a counter-example cannot be found, the same strategy as for the intentions is
used to identifying which operations cannot be reached. In the next cycle of the transition
runner, the operation planner will replan without these newly disabled operations.
4.4. Short Example
Figure 6 shows an example of how an error can propagate in the hierarchy (this
particular example is expanded upon in Section 6.3). The figure shows one intention which
has a goal that all “bolts” in the system should be tightened. The bolts can be tightened by
a robot holding a tool built for this purpose. An operation plan has been computed which
reaches the goal that all bolts should be tightened. The plan includes locating the proper
tool using a 3D camera, attaching the tool to the robot, and then using the tool to tighten
the bolts.
During execution, a low level effect fails to occur (1). This disables the problematic
effect transition, which triggers a replan with the transition planner. If this replan fails (2),
the operation that posted the goal is identified and is put into its error state (pink color).
Thus, the system learns which operations are currently not possible to complete. It may or
may not be able to continue execution with this new knowledge. A new operation plan
is computed, (3) in Figure 6, with the operation disabled. In this case, no plan was found,
and the intention is also disabled.
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2
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Figure 6. Propagating errors in the hierarchy.

4.5. Maintenance Transitions (MTs)
In the case that execution cannot continue, the exact cause of the problem needs to
be possible for an operator to pin-point. The planner can be used to aid the operator
by suggesting a solution to the problem. This is done with the help of maintenance
transitions (MTs).
MTs are controlled transitions that are only active when checking if the disabled
operations can be restarted. Their purpose is to give the planning system more freedom to
operate in, by encoding specific actions that the operator can take (in the physical world)
to solve problems.
For example, clearing an error state off a resource can be modeled as an MT if clearing
the error cannot or should not be done automatically by the control system. It is common
that resources include a ’reset’ maintenance transition, which sets the state of the resource
to some predefined (safe) state.
By letting the planning system correct errors via MTs, safety is ensured—either the
goals can be reached without violating any safety constraints or they cannot be reached
at all.
4.6. Forbidden States
Sometimes the system cannot make progress due to being in a forbidden state, i.e., a
state which violates one or more safety constraints. To handle this situation, the offending
specifications can (must) be temporarily removed in order to find a plan. With the offending
specification removed, the transition planner tries to find a way (including the MTs) to
reach a state where all specifications hold, including the violated ones, i.e., the goal is
V
i ∈invariants i, rather than the goal currently decided by the active operations. As we are in
an unsafe state, this plan must be executed with caution, i.e., an operator needs to approve
the involved steps.
5. Description of the Test System
The application used for the experiments in Section 6 is an intelligent automation
system where robots and operators work together to mount parts on a diesel engine using
various tools suspended from the ceiling. A dedicated camera system keeps track of
operators, ensuring safe coexistence with machines.
An autonomous robot (MiR100), as seen to the left in Figure 1b, brings kitting material
that a Universal Robots (UR10) robot, r1, and an operator collaboratively use to perform
assembly tasks. The tasks include lifting a heavy ladder frame on to the engine in a coactive
fashion. After placing the ladder frame on the engine, an operator informs the control
system with a button press on a smartwatch or with a gesture, after which r1 switches tools;
the lifting end-effector is replaced with a nutrunner for tightening bolts. During this tool
change, the operator starts to insert 24 bolts that the r1 will tighten.
The tools required for the assembly tasks are hanging with wires from the ceiling, these
are local to the assembly station. The tools can be operated by both the robots and a human
operator. The robots are mounted on pallets that can be manually moved when necessary.
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A second robot, r2, moves between two assembly stations and is sometimes available
for use. When r2 is available, r2 should have priority for performing tighten bolt operations.
Having r2 available sometimes also adds redundancy in the case r1 is not available. Both
robots are equipped with small 3D cameras that are used to localize both tools and products.
During the tightening of the bolts by any of the robots, the operator can mount three
oil filters. When the operator is done, the robot attaches a new end-effector for oil filter
tightening. During that time, the operator attaches two oil transport pipes on the engine
and uses the same nutrunner previously used by the robot to tighten plates that hold the
pipes to the engine. After executing these operations, the AGV with the assembled engine
and the empty MiR100 leave the collaborative robot assembly station.
6. Error Handling Scenarios
In this section, several different experiments performed on the assembly station depicted in Figure 1 are detailed. The aim is to get an understanding for which errors can be
automatically handled, which needs manual intervention, and which need extra error handling constraints. Table 1 shows a summary of the findings. The section remainder of the
section examines the different error situations in more detail, grouped by the determined
error types. While replanning is the core mechanism for error recovery, the “Recovery
type” column of Table 1 describes what steps needed to be taken to arrive at the plan. In
this column, “TP” means a replan of the transition planner, “OP” means a replan with
the operation planner, “TP w/RTO” means replanning with one or more resources in its
time-out state, “TP w/MT” means replanning of the transition planner with maintenance
transitions enabled, and “OP w/DO” means replanning using the operation planner with
one or more operations unavailable. A new operation plan may lead to a new transition
plan and in that case it is also included in the table. In the column “Planning time”, the
time, in milliseconds, needed for each replanning task is shown. In the cases where there
are several planning actions needed to recover from the current situation, the times should
be summed up to find how long it took for the system to be able to recover.
Table 1. Experiments with error situations.

Planning
Actions

Time

OP

223 ms

None

Tighten oil filter prematurely.

TP w/MT

181 ms

Remove oil filter.

E3

Mechanical failure of tool change
mechanism 1

TP w/ETO
OP w/DO

787 ms
245 ms

None

E4

Mechanical failure of tool change
mechanism 2

TP w/ETO
OP w/DO
TP w/MT

747 ms
498 ms
579 ms

Manually remove tool and place
in hanging position.

E5

Disconnect robot situation 1

TP w/RTO
OP w/DO

926 ms
661 ms

None

E6

Disconnect robot situation 2

TP w/RTO
OP w/DO
TP w/MT

1071 ms
512 ms
632 ms

Move disconnected robot into
home state.

E7

Disconnect robot situation 3

TP w/RTO
OP w/DO
TP w/MT

855 ms
637 ms
1343 ms

Move disconnected robot into
home state and place tool in
hanging position.

E8

Fail to identify tool location
using 3D camera.

TP

642 ms

None

E9

Fail to tighten bolt, expected
torque not reached.

TP

895 ms

None

Exp.

Description

E1

Bolt state changed from
tightened to not tightened.

E2

Needed Operator Actions
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The experiments do not include the autonomous robot or the lifting tool, which leaves
the following seven resources: r1, r2, the connector interfaces on each robot (which attaches
to the tools), the cameras on each robot, and the nutrunning tool. Thirty operations are
defined which use these resources. Combined with the state of the products (bolts and
oil filters), this translates into planning problems for the transition planner that have
72 transitions and 87 Boolean variables (with enumerations flattened).
6.1. Unresponsive Resource (E5–E7)
Resources are continually sending out their current state. This is monitored by SP,
which allows detecting if for some reason a resource has stopped responding (see Section 4).
In Experiments E5–E7, the driver software of r2 is forcefully terminated. As a result of
this, r2 suddenly stops responding in the middle of its assembly tasks. Since all transitions
of a resource are guarded on whether the resource is available, the current goal can no
longer be reached and a new plan is computed automatically. However, it is unlikely that
the system will simply find a new plan that can complete the current goals, which are most
likely related to the missing robot. There may also exist interdependencies between the
now disabled r2 and other resources that make it impossible for the system to continue
execution. For example, r2 may be physically blocking the path for r1 to complete its tasks,
which happens in E6. In E7, the situation becomes even more complex when r2 is also
holding the smart tool (orange) necessary to complete assembly, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Simulation showing experiment E7. In this experiment, the robot to the left, r2, has stopped
responding for an unknown reason. However, it is still attached to the smart tool (orange), which is
needed to complete assembly. Additionally, r2 is physically blocking the space around the bolts.

In E5, r2 fails without being in the way of r1, which eventually leads to a new high
level plan that uses only r1 to complete the assembly task. However, as can be seen in
Table 1, it requires failing with the transition planner first, which in turn disables the
operation for attaching the nutrunning tool. With this operation disabled, the operation
planner finds a new plan using only r1.
In E6, r2 is at a the “scan tool” location, above the engine when being disconnected,
but it is not yet holding any tool. The operation planner finds a new plan with r2 timed
out, where only r1 is used (similar as to Figure 6). This plan seems to work, until r1 should
attach its tool. Because r2 cannot be moved, it is not possible to find a transition plan where
r1 ends up in the correct position. This is due to safety specifications that forbid the robots
from entering shared zones. As in Figure 6, the operation is disabled, which leads to the
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intention also being disabled. With all intentions disabled, maintenance transitions are
enabled and the disabled operations are tried again to see if a solution can be found. If
so, the operator is asked to perform the maintenance task after which will re-enable the
disabled operation. In the case of E6, r2 must be moved to its home state, from where it is
safe to continue execution. To solve the situation in E7, r2 must be manually moved out of
the way as well as the tool being put back for r1 to take.
6.2. Expected Task Failures (E8 and E9)
Some tasks are expected to fail occasionally. In SP, these errors are handled by replanning in the same way as handling other errors. For example in E9, the hanging tool is not
localized properly by the 3S camera on the robot, something which may be expected to
happen occasionally.
The default behavior in SP is to replan once the current goal can not be reached. In
the case of E8 and E9, a new plan can be found by replanning which tries the same actions
again. However, if the problem is not intermittent, this strategy will fail as it will always
retry with the same plan, leading to the same plan being tried over and over. A simple
strategy to overcome this is to add counters which makes goals unreachable after a number
of (re-)tries to avoid such situations. This forces an error state as the plan can not be
reached after having failed n times, and the error can be handled in the same way as for
any other error.
In E8, computing a new plan simply involves activating the 3D camera scanner again,
while, in E9, both the robot (which needs to move up again before being able to move
down with the spinner tool) and the tool get new commands.
6.3. Unexpected Task Failures (E3, E4, and E8)
In E3, the tool change mechanism of robot r2 (to the right in Figure 7) is (physically)
broken. As such, it fails to register the proper effect (an input goes high when proper
contact is made). When effects fail to happen within a timeout period, they are removed
from the planning problem. This is the example depicted in Figure 6. With the effect
missing from the planning problem (TP w/ETO), the planner cannot find a way to reach
the goal, which in turn disables the operation that posted the goal (OP w/DO). Since the
r2 resource is still operational, it can be moved away by the planner and the other, r1, can
complete the tasks instead.
In Experiment E4, the failure happens upon releasing the tool. As per the error
handling strategy, the following sequence of actions now happen: first, the detach effect
transition is removed and the transition planner fails to find a new plan (TP w/ETO), and
then a new operation plan is computed with the detach operation disabled (OP w/DO).
This also fails as there is no way for the tool to be put back for the other robot to attach
to. The intention is put into its error state, maintenance transitions are enabled, and a
plan which solves the disabled operation is computed, where a maintenance transition for
resetting the tool into its hanging state is included.
6.4. Unexpected Events (E1 and E2)
Consider a localization system that keeps track of the position of the products, which
discretizes the position into one of a few known, desired, locations, as well as an unknown
position. These data are streamed as measured states, and it may happen that a product
is suddenly moved unexpectedly (i.e., without an active effect transition which predicts
the move).
Such a sudden change can have large consequences for the other products in the
system, for example as a result of sequencing constraints being violated. Products may
then need to move “backwards” in the system.
In E2, an oil filter is detected to be mounted before the bolts have been tightened. The
oil filters in the system must be mounted only after the ladder frame is moved onto the
engine and bolted down. Consider Figure 7 again. This time the two robots are functional,
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but in this example the problem is that an eager operator has placed the oil filters while the
tightening of the bolts is in progress. This violates a sequencing constraint which leads to
the system ending up in a forbidden state.
When the system is in a forbidden state, MTs are enabled for the planner and the goal
is changed to simply leaving the forbidden state. In this case, there is no way for the robots
to remove the oil filter, but there is a MT which removes them.
In E1, the state of an already tightened bolt is undone by an operator, perhaps as a
manual intervention. In this case, no specifications were violated and a simple replan is
sufficient to solve the problem.
7. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper describes how unforeseen errors can be handled by the Sequence Planner
control framework. We show that the system could continue functioning after errors have
occurred even though no manual modeling of error situations was done, with the exception
of adding a “reset” maintenance transition for each resource and product in the system.
Even though the operator needed to be called in four out of nine situations, he or she was
given specific tasks to perform in order to help the system continue on its own. Table 1
shows that the situations tried are all solved in under 3 s. This time is negligible compared
to the expected rate of errors as well as compared to the time it takes for an operator to
intervene, which leads us to believe that the approach could scale to larger systems. Future
work will involve studying how the proposed approach scales with more resources as well
as for other types of systems.
There are also considerations that need to be taken about the failures that can be
handled automatically: Is it always desirable? Consider E5—the current task can be
completed by r1 instead of r2 without operator intervention. However, it will be done in
a manner that operators may not be familiar with, which leads to safety considerations.
Sometimes it may be preferable to simply halt the system until the error has been rectified.
Another problematic topic is when to try a failed action again. If a task has failed n
times and is put into an error state, when should we reset the counter? Conversely, what if
an effect has timed out? Should these things be performed manually or automatically after
a certain time? What about when we detect a state change that relates to the resource in
question? This depends very much on the specific situation and is difficult to generalize.
What we can do is to make it easy to safely configure such details on a high level.
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